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SCARBOROUGH'S READING ROPE Oral language includes many areas that

develop very early. Even In the first few
days of a child's life, 
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explore oral language and why it is so
important and 
provide resources for families to
promote oral language at home.  

School is back in session and excitement
is in the air! September brings the
sounds of school bells ringing, students
chatting, and teachers teaching. Can you
imagine walking through a school during
this time of the year and hearing
complete silence throughout the
building? Of course not! Oral language
happens all day long in every school
building, regardless of age. 
This month, the newsletter will:
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scientists have
learned that
babies can begin
to process pitches
and rhythms of
the language they
hear. Speaking is
very natural for
humans!

ORAL

LANGUAGE IS

THE SYSTEM

THROUGH 

WHICH WE USE

SPOKEN WORDS

TO HELPS US 

COMMUNICATE

KNOWLEDGE, 

IDEAS, 

AND FEELINGS.

- begin to lose the capacity to
distinguish and produce speech

sounds of other languages.

- can recognize
speech sounds of

the language
spoken by the
caregiver and

Did you know babies at 
10 months of age:

Talk to your children
early and often! IT Matters!

Click the link above to view an adorable example of a father
having a meaningful conversation with his young son.

WELCOME

Children should hear 30 million words
before they enter kindergarten! That's
about 20,000 words every day from
birth to age five! 
The number of words young children
hear can predict how well they will do
in later grades. 
It's not just how many words we say
to kids that is important, the quality
of the conversations is crucial as well!
Children's reading and writing skills
will suffer if their oral language is not
strong. 

Oral Language is crucial! 

https://sites.google.com/dawsonesc.com/risearkansas/home
https://adesandbox.arkansas.gov/iframe?v=fNTdmZDM4Nzc1NTBmZDZiMWI1ZTVmOThmNDM4MjQ4ZmI
https://adesandbox.arkansas.gov/iframe?v=fNTdmZDM4Nzc1NTBmZDZiMWI1ZTVmOThmNDM4MjQ4ZmI
https://adesandbox.arkansas.gov/iframe?v=fNTdmZDM4Nzc1NTBmZDZiMWI1ZTVmOThmNDM4MjQ4ZmI


You sleep in this and it rhymes with sled.
This lights up the sky and rhymes with fun.
This is red, white, and blue and rhymes with bag.

Reading with your child
Read all kinds of books with your child and ask open-
ended questions. Instead of asking, "Who chased the three
little pigs?" try asking, "How would you design your house
so it would withstand all that huffing and puffing?" 

Rhyming Riddles
Riddles are always a hit with kids of any age. Try these
riddles to boost oral language and phonological skills.

THEN, THEY

WRITE.

The wonderful words and
descriptive language parents 
 use with their children from

the very beginning will be
evident in their writing.
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KIDS LEARN TO

LISTEN
FIRST.

NEXT, THEY

READ.
It's  

recipro
cal! 

STRONG ORAL

LANGUAGE  LEADS TO

BETTER READERS.

 BETTER READERS

HAVE STRONGER ORAL

LANGUAGE SKILLS.  

WAYS PARENTS CAN HELP DEVELOPMENT

OF LANGUAGE SKILLS

THEN, THEY

SPEAK.

Hi

Provide books that interest
your student. Have a

conversation about the book
and the unknown words. Read
the same book multiple times! 

Use positive language when
responding to children's

comments and questions.
Model expanded sentences:

Child: We go.
Parent: Yes, we are going to the

park right now. What a
beautiful day to play! 

Provide a vast variety of
experiences and opportunities

to talk about. 

(and a few tips for parents!) 

-Ludwig Wittgenstein

There are many ways parents
can help their students
develop oral language skills.
Oral language activities are
fun and engaging and
children love sharing these
valuable interactions with
their parents.

Use a multitude of new
words and repeat them
often!
Students must hear a large
number of words for a
variety of reasons. When
students begin to  decode
unfamiliar words, they
won't know if they read the
word correctly if they
haven't heard that word
before. Learning new
words will also helps your
child acquire a robust
vocabulary!
 

Turn everyday events into
language-rich experiences! 
At the zoo, talk about which
animal is the most ferocious
and which animal is the most
docile.
At the park in autumn,
discuss similarities of all the
deciduous trees. 
At the grocery store, ask your
child to compare and contrast
the feel of different kinds of
fruits. 



and refer to it all month long. Each day
has a fun fact or activity that will
promote oral language development and
keep your family talking all month long! 

Circle Round is a podcast
created and produced by
parents of young children,

FOR KIDS

WBUR's Circle Round adapts carefully-
selected folktales from around the world
into sound- and music-rich radio plays
for kids ages 4 to 10. Each 10- to 20-
minute episode explores important
issues like kindness, persistence and
generosity. Each episode ends with an
activity that inspires a deeper
conversation between children and
grown-ups.

PICTURE BY CHUCK DILLON

Here is a fun way
families can

increase oral
language skills

during the
month of

September.
Print 

page four of the
RISE Newsletter

PRINTER 

ALERT!

HEDBANZ

CHARADES

SCRABBLE

SCATTEGORIES

PICTIONARY

GAMES THAT

PROMOTE ORAL

LANGUAGE
 

RESOURCES FOR PARENTS
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This video has great information on
helping young children develop oral
language skills. Click to learn how to use
these strategies at home with your
students: self-talk, parallel-talk, and
repeated readings.

The use of
picture
prompts is a
great way
parents can
model and
encourage oral
language
development.
Using the
picture on the
left, try using
the following 

What season is it? What do you see
that confirms your thinking?
A verb is a word that describes an
action. What actions do you see
happening in the photo?
Describe the emotions of the people
in the photo. Why do you think they
feel the way that they do?
Of all the activities happening in this
picture, which one would you enjoy
the most? Why? 

prompts to practice strengthening your
student's language skills:

CLICK HERE TO SUBSCRIBE

TO THE RISE NEWSLETTER!

https://adesandbox.arkansas.gov/iframe?v=fMDQ1MDA3MmJjOWM4N2RkMWE4Yzg1M2E4NzBjOTYyNmM
https://www.npr.org/podcasts/532788972/circle-round
https://www.npr.org/podcasts/532788972/circle-round
https://www.behance.net/gallery/19384719/4-hidden-pictures
https://forms.gle/3ky7tBTxHcDCRcgHA
https://forms.gle/3ky7tBTxHcDCRcgHA
https://forms.gle/3ky7tBTxHcDCRcgHA



